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Get instant Page Rank information for up to ten sites at the click of a button. Monitor your web site(s),

your competitors web site(s) or find suitable link partners with the brand new Page Rank Explorer. From:

YOURNAME HERE Why Is Page Rank Important? You may attract higher quality link partners to your

site. People's perception is that your site has lasting power. People will want their sites to be like yours.

People may hold your site in higher regard than a competitors. Even now, as you read this page many

people browsing your site(s) will be looking for high ranking web sites to exchange links with or deciding

whether to make a purchase from you based on your Google Page Rank. Features At A Glance: Quickly

check up to 25 domains for the page rank with this handy little program. It remembers the PR of the last

check so you can get a before and after overview. You can copy and paste domains and export to

Comma Separated (csv) document. What Is Page Rank? Google Page Rank (or PR) is basically an

indication of the number of websites that link to a particular site and particularly an indication of the quality

of those links. PR ranges from 0 to 10 (with 10 being the 'best' and 0 being the 'worst'). The majority of

small business sites generally rate between 0 and 5. Handy Tip: Each link to your web site from another
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registers like a vote of confidence Their link implies that the other site considers your site to have value.

However, all links are not equal. You must get links from similar themed sites to yours - Anything else

could possibly decrease your page rank. Tags: resale rights
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